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In the first section of this paper, the ordinal space [l, 01 is characterized. Then its quotients are 
completely described in easy terms. In the second section, the ideas of a well-ordered sum of an 
arbitrary collection of Tz spaces and a Chandelier space are introduced. The Chandelier spaces are 
obtained by taking compact ordinals and forming their interweaves and well ordered sums and 
one-point compactification of such spaces. Finally it is proved that the Hausdoti quotients of 
compact ordinals are precisely the Chandelier spaces. A problem of M. Hulk on quotients of 
[l, a] is thus solved. 
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Introduction 
The study of scattered spaces is getting more attention recently (see [9, 10, 11) 
Mrowka, Rajagopalan, and T. Soundararajan showed recently that a compact 
HausdorfI space X in which every ordered net has a convergent cofinal subnet is 
scattered and conversely. (TOP0 72, Lecture Notes in Math., Vol. 378, Springer- 
Verlag (1974) 288-298). Thus chain compact spaces or scattered spaces as they are 
more commonly known form a natural generalization f the categories ofsequential 
spaces and chain net spaces among compact spaces. 
The easiest class of chain compact Hausdorff spaces are the spaces of ordinals. It 
was natural to conjecture that the class of ordinals form a class of generators for the 
category of scattered compact HausdorfI spaces by using closed subspaces, finite 
products, and Hausdorff quotients. However, Mrowka, Rajagopalan, and T. Soun- 
dararajan showed in their paper that this is not the case. They raised a conjecture in 
that paper that the category of strongly scattered spaces is generated by the above 
process by compact ordinals. This conjecture is still open. The first difficulty in 
solving this problem is to give a characteriiation fthe quotients of compact ordinals. 
* This author was supported by NSF Grant MCS 77-22201. 
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The present paper deals with exactly that problem. We also solve 8 problem of Hugek 
on perfti images of [1, L8] raised in [12]. 
Notations 1.1. All spaces in this paper are Hausdorff. Let Q! be an ordinal number. 
[l, Q) or S(a[) denotes the ordered spM ofcall ordin&+@<a Mth the”‘USu&l’order 
topology. If CT is an ordinal, then cf(a) is the least Cardinal of a subset vithich iscofinal 
with S(a). K! denotes the first uncountable ordinal. We use [1, O] to mean S(ol + 1) 
Tkorem 1.2. If a is an ordinal and there exists a countable cofinal subset of S(a) then 
cf(a) is countable and conversely. If a is an ordinal, then S(u + I) = [ 1, a] and S(a) is 
compact if and only if a is a successor. I%e free union of co&ntably many ordinals S(a) 
(a E J) is again of the form S(8) for some ordinal 48, provided that cf (u) is countable for 
eveq a in J. 
De&&ion 1.3. If X, Y are topological spaces and 4 :X -+ Y a map from X onto Y 
then 4~ is called perfect if it is continuous and closed and 4-‘(y) is compact for all 
YE Y. 
Note. Let X be a compact ordered space with order a. Then there is an element 
a E X so that Q 2 x for all x E X. We sometimes call this element the largest element 
or the last element of X The words “least element” and “Grst element” have similar 
meanings. 
D-on 1.4). (Well-ordered sum)* Let X, be a countable compact ordinal space 
for each QI E El., n). We assume that X’ ;f 4 for all cy. Let z= be the last element of X, 
for each ar E [I, 0). Let Y be the free union $x(L of the sets .X, where QI~ E [1, In). We 
define: a topology on Y as follows: U x E Y, then a neighborhood base of x in the 
space Y is ti same as a neighborhood base of x in X= in the following two cases: 
(i) x EX, for some non-limit ordinail a. 
(ii) x EX, for some limit ordinal (Y ;.md n # x~. 
If x = x, and cy is a limit ordinal, thenla neighborhood base at xa is the collection of 
allsetsof theftirm Vuu BE[y,a) Xa -where y is afiy non-limit ordinal <a and V is an 
open set in X= containing x~. It is easy to see that his space: Y is a locally compact T2 
space. 
This space Y is called the vwe‘ll-ordered sum of the compact ordinal spaces 
(X ) 0 ar[lJZP 
Tbmmn 1.5. LetXhe a noncomp aztd-lausdqrffspace which is locally compact. Then 
Xis homeomoqhic to a well ordered sum of countable ordinal spaee,q if and only if the 
following hold: 
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(i) X can be expressed as a union UaE[l,n) Ua of compact, open, countable subsets 
Oa indexed by [l, 0). 
(ii) Oa c 08 for all cy, p E [l, In) such that cy c /3. 
(iii) Uacv 0, - Up.=? 0, is a singleton for every limit ordinal y E [ 1, i2). 
Proof. For every ,ar ~[l, a), put X, = Oa 4Jeca Op. Then X, is compact and 
countable. Let x, be the unique point of iJpca Op - UBca 00 if cy is a limit ordinal. 
Then xa E X,. Now X, is a countable compact space and hence is homeomorphic to a 
countable ordinal space (see [7]). Thus Xa can be well-ordered so that the topology 
of X0 is the same as the order topology. From this it follows that if Q! is a limit ordinal, 
then X, can be given a well order sa which induces the same topology of X, and 
further has x, as the largest element of X,. Thus we have a countable compact 
ordinal space X, associated with each QY E[l, 0). We claim that X is well ordered 
sum of the spaces X, for Q! E [ 1, a). Clearly we have that UBca X0 = U8<(r Qp for all 
Q! E [l, 0). Now, let ar be a limit ordinal. Then UBca Op = {x~}vUB<~ Op is 
compact. Then an open set W containing x, in X contains a set of the form 
UB.=B<a xsu V where S is an ordinal ess than ar and V is a compact open set in X, 
which contains x~. Conversely, let X be the well-ordered sum of countable compact 
ordinals X, where (Y E [l, 0). Let 0, = U,.+ X, for all a E [1,0). Then the O$s 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 
Remark 1.6. One nice feature about Theorem 1.5 is that one more additional 
condition ((iv) below) is enough to guarantee that X is homeomorphic to [ 1,0): -- 
(iv) Ucr<,, 0, is open in X for each limit ordinal. 
This follows from Theorem 1.7 below. This characterization f [ l,l2) has also been 
obtained by J.W. Baker [l] independently. 
Theorem 1.7. Let X be a non-compact T2 space which is locally compact. Then X is 
homeomotphic to [l, In) if and only if X satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Theorem 1.5 and also the condition (iv) of Remark 1.6. 
Proof. Define X, as in Theorem 1.5 Var E [l, a). Then X, is horneomorphic toa 
compact countable ordinal space Va E [l, 0) by a theorem of S. Mazurkiewicz and 
W. Sierpinski [7]. Since {x,} is open in X, when cu is a limit ordinal, the order in X, as 
given by the theorem of S. Mazurkiewicz and W. Sierpinski 171 can be chosen so that 
X~ is the last element in X, when a! is a limit ordinal. We assume that it is done. Now 
we define Y, for each (Y E [ 1,0) as follows: Ya = X, if cy is neither a limit ordinal nor 
an ordinal of the form y + 1 for some limit ordinal y E [1,0). If QI is a limit ordinal, 
then Y&+1 =XQ+l u (Xol -{x~}). If cy is a limit ordinal, then Y, = {x& 
It is clear that X = Uoca Y,. We further define a well-order sa iw Y* for birll 
Q! E [l, In). For this we put -Ly e in Y, to be the same as the G in Xa if CE is neither a limit 
ordinal nor an ordinal of the form y + 1 for some limit ordinal. If ar = y + 1 for some 
limit ordinal y we define -4 c to be some well-order in Ya which induces on Y, the 
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same topology as the subspace topology on Y= from X If a is a limit ordinal then Y, 
ia a singleton and so there is only OIAZ order ea on Yol. Now, define an order G in X as 
fo~~:Ifx,yEX,thenxcyifandonIyifxEY,a~~dyEYgandat<Borx,yEY, 
andxriyin YJ’hisorder s in X is easily seen to ble a well order in X and also X is 
order isomorphic to [l, n). An application of the proof of Theorem 1.5 shows that 
this order isomorphism is also a homeomorphism. This completes the proof of 
Theorem L7. 
TLeorcrslb 1.0. Let Y be a well ordered sum of countable ordinak Let X, be the 
countkable ordinal space associated with a E [1, f1) in the construction of Y. Let 
J={a~a~[l,~),{x~}i~openinX~).Then Yishomeomorphicto[b,~)ifandonlyif 
JconWas a eked set J1 cofinal with In. 
Roof. Let J contain a cofinal subset JI, as in the theorem. Put 0, = Uyzp XV for 
a E&. Since Ji is wfinal with J and Y = Uo,& we have that Uaala Om = Y. Each 
O. is compact, open in Y for all a EJI and IJacy S, -U6<y O= is 0 or (x,} for all 
yeJ+ So uaty O= is open in Y for all a E JI. So Theoresti 1.7 gives that Y is 
homeomorphic to[l, J2). Conversely, let Y be homeomorphic to[l, 0). Then from 
Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.7 Y can be expressed as a union UpCtl, 0) Oa of subsets 
O. c Y with the following properites: 
(i) Oa # 0 for each a E [1, n) and UaEn 0, = Y. 
(ii) Op is compact, open in Y for each a E [l,I2). 
(iii) OacOe ifas/ anda,/%[l,Un). 
(iv) If a is a limit ordinal in [I, In), then uBea Oa-Us<(l OS is a singleton. 
(v) If a is a limit ordinal in [1, a), then UBea OP is open in Y 
Now, put A, = UBca Xs Va E [l, 0). Then Uodn A, = Y 
Also, each A, is wmpact, open in Y Morecver, if a c /3 and a, fi E [l, n), then 
XB nA, =fl* Now, there exists al E [I, Sz) such that A1 c Oai. Since Oal is also 
empact, there is a #l>al in [lJ2) so that Oa,cAB,. Choosing azE[l, In) so that 
az>& and so that OW 3 Aa, we get Oa, c Oaz. Also Xe n Oal = 0 for 8 E [l, a) and 
/3 aaz. lt is obvious that we can proceed by transfinite induction and get a strictly 
increasing transfinite sequence of ordinals ai where i E [l, 0) so that the following 
hold: . 
(a) UIrlZ aq = y. 
(b) Oay c Ool if i, j E [l, J2) and s7 G j. 
(c) Iti,je[l,~)andiCjthenQ&,nX~j=O. 
(d) LV Oa = LJa+ .A, for all ‘9~ which is a limit of a distinct sequence ai. 
Now put JI = {ai 1 i E [l, a)}. Let $1 be the set of limit noints of J1 in [l, 0). Then, 
clearly Ji is w&ml with 0, since 4~ is cofin.al with $2. Ike claim that Ji is a closed 
subset of J2 such that{+} is open iaX,, for each 7 E J:. For, let y E Ji. Then, we can 
choose a strictly increasing sequent 1y1 c a2 C. . + c an < l .. of element in J1 such 
that It,,, a,, = y in [1, In). Thea xv EUZ~ Oo,. So, x, &JpeT 00. From .the 
definition of topology of Y it follows that if x E XV and x # x,, then x& Uacy 0,. Thus 
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UpC,0RI=(XY)w(U04Y~=)={%~}~(UP<YAQ)~ From (v) and the definition of 
topology of %” it followsthat {x,} is open in XV. Clearly Ji is also closed in [ 1,&B) and 
this completes the proof of the theorem, 
Remark 1.9. The above Theorem 1.8 also give us a characterization f [1, n). It is 
easy to switch back and forth between the characterization f [l, 0) and [1, 01. The 
latter can be characterized asthe one-point compactification f the former and the 
a former can be characterized asthe space got by removing the unique point of [l, a] 
where the first axiom of countability fails. 
Definition l.lO.- Led w be a partition of [l, In] and X = [l, O]/?r be the quotient of 
[ 1, In] under T. We say that a subset A c [ 1, 01 is saturated under ?I if A is a union of 
members of ?r. 
Theorem 1.11. Let w be a partition of [ 1, In] and X = [ 1 p In]f n be the corresponding 
quotient of [I, 01. Let 4 : [l, In] --) X be the quotient map. Let {a}~ w and let X be 
Hausdorff in the quotient topology of [ 1, n] by #. Then X is homeomorphic to the one 
point compacti’cati~n of a well ordered sum of countable ordinals. 
We prove this by first giving a definition. 
Definition 1.12. Let w be a partition of [l, 01 so that [1, O]/lr is T2 in the quotient 
topology. Let {J~}E V. Let C# : [I, O] + [l, O]/VT be the canonical map. For each 
a 43, n), put 4cu = sup(4-‘(4([1, a]))). For each cy E [1, In), put A ‘ar = & where 
y = &. If n > 1 is an integer and An-’ Q! 
h”(J =~l(h”--’ 
has been defined for some ar E [1, O), put 
(u). Finally put !, = lub(A “ar 1 n E N} for all countable ordinals QI. Note 
that l, f n for all Q! E [1, 0). 
Proof of Theorem 1.11. We observe that +([l, la)) is open in X for all ar E [l,f2), If 
we put B, = &([l, L)) for each at ~[l, 0) then UpEE1,a) dp, =X-{4(O)}. Since 
4([1, f=]) is compact and hence closed in X it follows that & is met&able for each 
a E [II 0). Thus & is homeomorphic tosome countable ordinal space (see [7]) and 
so the tit axiom of countability issatisfied at each point of X -{4(O)}. Now, choose 
an increasing cofinal set of ordinals ((~i) in [l,J2) so that Bad # B,, if (Ye < arj and ai, 
aj E 11, f2). Tb Uiel1.n) & =X-(4(a)}. For each ai, ajE [l, 0) we have that 
4(&J E B,, if aj > ai. Put J = {ai 1 i E [l, 0)). Given i E [l, In), put K’& to be a compact 
open set containing lo, but AK”, c Bp(+1 if &(L,) @ &,, and to be 0 if 4 (L,) E B,,. Finally 
put XP, = B,, u #PI for all LYE  J. Then the collection {x41  ai E r} satisfies the condi- 
tions of Theorem 1.5. Thus we get the Theorem 1.11. 
Remark 1.13. It was wrongly announced in [G] that the quotient space X of 
Theorem 1.11 is again homeomorphic to[ 1, J2]. We like to note that in [l] a simple 
example of quotient of a compact ordinal which is not an ordinal space is given. 
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A use of m-rem 1.11 shows that a perfect continuous image of the non-compact 
a&al [1, $2) need not be an ordinal space. For example the space XO obtained by 
identifying A and A +O for all A E [l, 0)” is a perfect continuous image of Cl, 0) 
satigfying the &st axiom of countability and which by Theorem 1.8 is not 
homeomorphk to[l, 0). This answers aproblem of M. Hu?kk [12]. (See 11% ~41% 
paragraph 2D. The one point compactifka&on f this space X0 is a quotient of‘[l, 01 
which is not homeomorphic to[1, 0). We believe that this example is new. 
We see the example in various steps. First of all we @I - .the relation in [I, 0) 
which identifies A and A + o for all A E ([1, In))” (For any set A c Cl, n), A’ is the set, 
af limit pints of A in [l, 0) and A” is (A’)‘.) Now we prove that X0 is Tz. For let n, 
y c[l, a) and Q(X) # v(y) where v: [1, In) 4x0 is the quotient map. We have 
various cases: 
(a) &W(X)) and rr-‘(lr(y)) are singletons. Now let x C y. Let’ A be the set 
{~I~=y+wforsomey~[l,n)“).ThenAu[l,~~isaclosedsubsetof[l,n),and 
xrA wfl, a)“. 
Let &=(Bl@E[l,n)‘, @cx}. Suppose that MZ0. Since xG[l,nY and [Lfl)” 
is dosed, M haz a maximum, in it. Let it be 70. If yo+o GX put VI = (1, x] and 
V2 = (x, 0). Then VI and V2 are open in [l, J2), saturated under the relation -, are 
disjoint, x E VI. and y E V2. So v(x), r(y) are separated by the open sets ?r( VI) and 
n( VZ) in x0. If x C ‘yo + o, then we must have that ‘yo C x C yo + CU. In this case we put 
VI ={x} and V2 = [1, n) -{x}. Then we :qain get that r( VI) and 4 V2) are disjoint 
open sets in X0 which separate v(x) and r(y). 
Now suppose that M = 0. Put VI = [1, x] and VZ = (x, 0). Then a(x) and w(y) are 
separated by the disjoint open sets ?r( VI) and (CT( V2) in X0. 
So we get that if #(lr(x)) and #(,y)) are singletons and x C y, then v(x) and 
n(y) can be separated by open sets in XD~ The proof is similar for the case y < x and 
both ?r_l(&f2 and ?r-‘(q(y)) are singletons. 
(b) Now suppose that Ir”(?r(x)) and r-‘(w(y)) are doubletons. Then x and y 
belong to &Al&, a)“. 
~theree~tA~,A~~[l,~)“sotha~r=Alorx=Al+~andy=Azory=Az+~. 
Let x<y. Then Xl+wCAz since r(x)#n(y). Put Vl=[l,Al+o] and V2= 
(A1 +o, 0). Then w( VI) and rr( V2) are &joint open sets in X0 that separate s(x) 
and w(y). The case, y <x, is discussed saarly. 
(c) Now suppose that 8(rr(x)) 6% doubleton and a-‘(n(y)) is singleton. Since 
n%(x)) is doubleton, there is a A iz [1, In)n so that n = A or x = A + a. 
IfyCA,theny+o<A sinceA~[J.,O)H.Put Vl=[l,y+o]and V2=(yfo,0). 
Then y E VI, x E V2, VI and VZ are open, disjoint, saturated under - in [I,@. So 
*(Vl), 1r(V2) give a separation ofv(x), rr(y) by open sets of X0. Now y # A or A -k O, 
since n(x)fn(y). If y>A+o, put. &=[l,h+o] and V2=(y+42). If Acyc 
A +o put K=(y) and VI =[l, J2)-(y}. Then a(&) and 1r(V2) are disjoint open 
sets in XO separating q(x) and w(p). The case when Kl(~(x)) is singleton and 
w%r(y)) is doubleton is discussed similarly. 
Thus we get that X0 3 T2. 
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Now we prove that X0 is a well-ordered sum of countable ordinals. We use 
Theorem 1.5. For this, we first define M, ={A IA ~[l, 0)“; h ~a} for all CY ~[l, 0). 
Given Q! E [l, J2). Put yQ to be the supremum of M, if A& # 8 and otherwise l t ya be 
undefined. We. put ta = a if MO = 0 and tar = max{a, ‘ya +w) if A& # 0 for all 
cy E [l, a). Then it is clear that [l, t,] is compact, open, countable, and saturated 
under - for all cy E [1, D). We note that if cy, /3 E [l, In), then it is possible that to = trr 
though a! may be distinct from 6; and this happens if and only if there is an ordinal 
A E [l, 0)” such that A s ar s /3 e A + CU. In any case it is clear that if cy, 0 E [ 1, In)” and 
cy C@ then ta c tre, and hence [1, t& [I, ts]. 
NOW we gut W, = 41, t41) and yQ 
([l, 0)“)‘. Then we have the following: 
= 7&J for all a! E [l,J2)“. We put [l, 0)m = 
(a) W, is a compact, open and countable subset of X0 for all a! E [1, a)“. 
(b) U~rnr K =Xom 
(c) W, s Ws if a <p and lyp 0 E [1, 0)“. 
(d) Upey K-Use, W, ={&,)N for all y E CL W’. 
To use Theorem 1 .S we need an increasing collection of compact, open subsets of X0 
indexed by [1,0). For this we note that [1,0)” and [19 0) are order isomorphic. Let 
f : [1,0) --)a [l, 0)” be an order isomorphism. Put 0, = Wfto> and x, = yf(,), for all 
a! E [l,J2). 
Put Xl = O1 and X, = 0, -U,,.=p Oy for all Q[ E (1,0). Then the collection 
{Oa 1 a E [l, 0)) satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.5. So X0 is a 
well-ordered sum of countable ordinals. Now we use the Theorem 1.8 to show that 
X0 is not homeomorphic to[l,J2). Now the proof of Theorem 1.5, shows that XO is 
the well-ordered sum of the Xos with x, above as the special point of X, for each 
ordinal a! in [ 1, Sz). Now it is clear that the set J = {a 1 a E [ 1, In); (x,} is open in Xa) is 
empty. So J cannot contain a cofinal subset JI of [ 1,0). So XO is not homeomorphic 
to [l,@ by Theorem 1.8. 
Note. We note that the above space X0 is however orderable. To see this, we 
consider the space Y = ((0) x [1,0)) u {(x, cy) 1a E [l, 0)“; x = l/n for some integer 
n > 0). We define an order g in Y as follows: (aI, LQ) s (a~, b2) by definition if and 
only if blCbz or bl=bz and a 1 G ~2. Then X0 is homeomorphic to the orderable 
space (Y, a). We also note that the one point compactification f X0 is orderable. 
We see easily that [ l,l2) is the only well-orderable, first-countable; non-countable 
space. So the space X0 of 1.13 is an orderable scattered space that is not well- 
orderable. The one point compactification f X0 is a compact, orderable, scattered 
space which. is not a well-orderable space. 
Theorem 1.14. Let TT be a partition of [l, :2] and X the quotient set [I, fl]/lrr and 
4 : [ 1,0] + X the canonical map. Let X be Hausdofl in the quotient topology and let 
there be un a0 E [l, 0) so that if a > a0 and a E [I, a), the@ a and 0 do not liz 2~ the 
same member of w. Then X is homeomorphic to the one point compactification of ri free 
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union A @ B of a countable ordinal space A and a space B homeomorphic to a well 
ordered sum of countable ordinals. 
Ru& Let nl be the restriction of n to [l, 0). Then the partition class of an element 
x ~[l, 0) under ~1 is countable. Thus imitating the construction of L for each 
ordinal o ~[l, 0) as in definition 1.9 we get an ordinal /3 in [1, 0) so that [l, /3) is 
saturated under WI and @, In) is saturated under both T and WI. Then we can find a 
compact open set W in 4([1,0)) so that ME W. Then taking M= 
[l, @)u#“( IV) and N = [1, a)-M we get At to be a compact, open set which is 
saturated under 7~1 in [1, fi) and we get N to be an open set in [l, 0) which is 
saturated under ‘IP as well as ~1. Then we get that X-{#(&I)} = 
(&U)-{tjW2)})u~~~N) and d(M)n#(N)=0* Put A=4(M)-{t#(t2)} and B= 
g(N). Then 4(M) and #(AT) are disjoint open sets of X and X is the one point 
eompactification f the free union A 63 B. Now the restriction of 4 to N also gives 
the quotient topology on d(N) so by an easy application of Theorem 1.11 we get that 
a(N) is homeomorphic toa w&l ordered sum of countable ordinals. Now the map 
4 IM: M + t#b(M) also gives the quotient topology on 4(M). So (6(M) is 
homeomorphic to a compact, countable, ordinal space. So t#(M)-{q5(O)}=A is 
homeomorphic toa countable ordinal space. Thus we have the theorem. 
Tk~~ml.ls. Letlrbeapattitionof[l,n)andletXbethequotientsetCl,n]f~and 
4 : [I, 01 +X the quotient map. Let the partition class of0 under T be uncountable, 
and *not wntcrin a closed ray of the form [u, Jt] for any Q! E [l, 0). T%en X is 
homeomo~hic f~ the one point compacti’cation of a free union of uncountably many 
countable ordinal spaces, assuming that X is Tz in quotient topology. 
IProof. Let D be the partition class of 0 under W. For each a! E [1, J2), put X, = 
[l, al-D. Now, it is clear that if (Y E [1,0)-D, then its partition class under w is 
contained ti [l, n) and is countable. #Gwen cyE [l, a), put da = lub t#“(t#(X,)), and 
y= the ile~t ordinal in D so that ya 3 do and ~‘a = ycr. Given Q! E [l, 0) and an 
integer n;aI for which p”cu is deGned put $+‘a! =~,?($a) and let S, = 
h~e”ar 1 n E w. Then [1, S,) -D is saturated under W, and & E D and a s S, for all 
crE[l,Q). Let S= ., Then it is clear that if x E S and x+ is the 
successor fx in S then [x, x’) -D is&urated under 7~. Let x0 be the least element in 
S Then 
[I, a) = [l, %o)U u [x, x*“l:b. 
XES 
x*x0 
Moreover, it is clear that 
for all x, y GE S and x # Y and x > x0. Now it is clear that &l, x0]) is homeomorphic to 
a countabl[e ordinaJ [l; 3/x0] where y,m can be chosen to correspond to t#(J2). Likewise 
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b(lx, x+)) = #(cx, ~‘1) l 1s h omeomorphic to a countable ordinal space of the form 
[l, ~~3 where ‘yx corresponds to #(In) for each x E S. Since [x, x+)-D is open in 
[1, In) and saturated under VT it follows that t#([l, TV)) is open in X for all x E S and 
t& ([ 1, ‘yxo)) isol3en in X. 
Thus X is the one point compactification f a free union of an uncountable 
collection of countable ordinal spaces. 
2. Invariance properties of perfect images of S(nr) 
In this section we describe the quotients of S(a! + 1) where GY is any ordinal 
whatsoever. We introduce the idea of a Chandelier space. We like to point out that 
the essential ideas of the proofs of this section were already given in Section 1. 
De5itlon 2.1. Let a! be a limit ordinal. Let (Xy)ya~(o~ be a family of Tl spaces 
indexed by S(cr). Let L c S(cu) be the set of all limit ordin& y <err. Let 
4 : L + lJvaSta) Xv be a function such that 4(y) E XT for all y E L. We define the well 
ordered sum of the spaces (XV)rc~la) with respect to the choice function 4 as follows. 
The underlying set of the well ordered sum is the disjointunion Y := @vesta) XV of 
the given family. We define neighborhoods in Y as follows: 
If yoc Y and y. is not a value of the function C# and yo~X, for a ‘yo< Q! then the 
neighborhoods of yo in Xm form a neighborhood base of yo in Y. If yo = &(?I) where 
y1 EL then a neighborhood base of yo consists of sets of the form WI u W2 where 
W1 cXvl and is a neighborhood of yo in XT1 and W2 = Ua<i<‘ya xi where 6 is a 
non-limit ordinal strictly less than 71. 
Definition 2.2. Let X, Y be compact Hausdorff spaces. Let 4 :X + Y be a 
continuous map from X onto Y. 4 is called an almost homeomorphism or a finite to 
one map if +-‘({a}) is finite for all 4 E Y. In this case we say that Y is almost 
homeomorphic to X. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn, . . . be locally compact HausdorfI spaces. A
compact HausdorfI space Y is called an interweave of the family (Xn)n31,2,~,... if it is 
homeomorphic to the one point compactification f a locally compact space W 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) there is a map C# :@:.I X, + W which is a quotient map. 
(ii) &-‘([a}) is finite for all a E W. 
(iii) 4-‘(a) nX, is empty or singleton for each rz E W and pt = 1,2,3,. . . 
Notation 2.3. We denote the category of all compact ordinals S(a! + 1) by 0. We 
denote the category of all perfect HausdorfI images of 6 by E We note that the 
Hausdorff continuous images of 6 is same as K 
Theorem 2.4. A compact Hausdofl space which is almost homeomorphic to a 
member of I% again in T. The one point compactification of afree union of members in 
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ris again in E T?ae onepointcompactification of a well ordered sum of members of I?s 
again in 17 Likewise the interweave of a sequence of members in r is again in C 
ploof. The first and last statements are easy to prove. The second statement can be 
seen as follows: Let (Xh)(leJ be a family of members of E Then 3 a family of compact 
ordinals (Y=lore~ and quotient maps & : Y, + X, Va E J. Since the real interest is 
when J is not finite we assume that J is infinite, Well order J by the least compact 
ordinal. Let J1 be the set of all discreie ordinals when J is well-ordered as above. 
Clearly there is a one-to-one, onto map # :Jl--) J. Let Y = (J 41) u UaEJI Y$(p)* 
Define an order 2 in Y as follows: Let x, y E Y. Put y B x if and only if one of the 
following hold: 
(a) x,ycf-J1 andx6y inJ. 
(b)r x E J - Ji, and y E X#ta, for some cy E J1 such that a! G n. 
(c) x E Y4(lt, and y E Y@(p) where a, p E JI and ar < p 
(d) n and y E Y#t=) for some ar E JI and n G y in YtitU). 
Then Y is a compact well ordered space in the above order. Now given ey E .& there is 
an equivalence r lation w= in Y#<P, sothat Y$to) 1 w, = x#L(~)~ Let 7~ be the equivalence 
relation in Y which coincides with n, in Y $(a) for a! E J1 and which identifies aif the 
points of J - Ji. Then it is easily seen that Y/V is the one point compactification f the 
direct sum @ae,Xa of the spaces Xam NOW we shall prove the third statement. Let a! 
be a limit ordinal and (X ) y rod(a) be a family of members of K Let x, E XT be an 
element chosen in XV for each limit ordinal y E S(a). For each i E S(a), let Si be an 
ordinal and let & : S(& + 1) + Xl: be a continuous map from S(& + 1) onto Xi. For 
every limit ordinal j E S(a) let ei be an element which does not belong to S(j) and put 
Yj = {ej}u S(8j + 1). Then Yi is well ordered when we take the usual order between 
two elements inS(&i + 1) and put ej <x for all x E S(S, + 1). Now take the free union B 
of the family (Yi)iesta, where we take Yi = S(j + 1) for all non-limit ordinals j E S(a). 
PutxCyifxEY,,andyEY~andyt,yaES(a’)andrl~y~.IfyES(a)andn,yE’Y~ 
put x s y if and only if they are in that relation in Yy. Then B is well ordered. Let 00 be 
a symbol that is de&red to be larger than all elements inB. Let C = B u (00). Then C 
is a compad:iordinal space. For each YV let I,& : YV + XV be the map c&, if y is a 
nor&nit ordinal in S(a). E y E S(a) is a limit ordinal put &,(e,) = x, and &(n) = 
&(x) for all x E S(y + 1). Le;i X be tlae well ordered irect sum of the family (XV). Let 
f :B 4X be the map whclse restriction to Yy is Jlr for all y E S(a). Finally let 
X u{@‘)} = M be the one point uxnpactification f X. Let A : C 4 A4 be the map 
that maps 00 to ~6 and coinc5des witt% f on B. Then M is the quotient of the compact 
ordinal C Thus we get the theorem. 
Defiaitlon 2.5. A compact ordinal S(cl: + 1) is called a chandelier space of order 1. 
We call Q! to be the suspension point of S(a! + 1). (Note that the last point of S(a! + 1) 
is a). Suppose that 6 is an ordinal and we have defined achandelier space of order y 
and also its suspension point for all Iordinals y < 6, A HausdorfI space X is called a 
chandelier space of order ~6 ilI it can be either obtained as the one-point 
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compactification of an interweave of a sequence of spaces X1 -(Cal}, Xz - 
b21,. . l 9 X, -bJ, . . . where each X, is a chandelier space of order y,, c 8 and an is 
the suspension poizfa of ;U, or X is homeomorphic tothe one point comipactification 
of a free union of chandelier spaces (Y;,),,, with the order of each Yi to be <S or X is 
homeomorphic to the one-point compadification of a well ordered sum of such 
spaces (Xr)reS(rj with the proviso that ts S and the element x, chosen in XV in 
forming the well ordered sum of the (X7) is the suspension point of XV for each limit 
ordinal cy 6 t. In any case the point at 00 of X is called its suspension point. Further X 
is said to be of order ,G if it is of order =~fl and is not of order 1’ for any y < p. 
Theorem 2.6. A compact Hausdoflspace S is a quotient and hence a perfect i&age of 
a compact ordinal S(a! + 1) if and only if it is a chd;zdelier space of some order y where 
y G a. Moreover every Hausdog quotient Y of a compact ordinal S(ar + 1) can be 
obtained as a chandelier space with the image of QI as its suspensiion point. 
Proof. Theorem 2.4 gives us that a chandelier space of any order is a qluotient of a 
compact ordinal. So we have to only prove that a Hausdorff quotient of a compact 
ordinal S(cu + 1) is a chandelier space with the image of ar as its suspension point. This 
is obvious for Q! finite. So we consider the case, when cy is infinite. Note that if y is the 
largest limit ordinal ess than Q! + 1, then S(r + 1) is homeomorphic tos(a + 1). An 
easy argument gives us that if the theorem is true for S(r + 1) where y’ is the largest 
limit ordinal ess than a! + 1, then it is also true for S(a + 1) when a is discrete. So 
hereafter we consider only limit ordinals. Since cou.ntable compact Hausdorff spaces 
are homeomorphic to ordinals the real interest for us is when a! is uncountable. The 
Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 of the previous ection say sssetitially that the Hausdorff 
quotients of [l, a]= S(wl + 1) are chandelier spaces with the image of 0 as a 
suspension point. 
We are. going to prove our assertion by transfinite induction. For this we assume 
that cy is a given ordinal and that every Hausdorff quotient X of S(r+ 1) is a 
chandelier space with the image of y as its suspension point for all limit ordinals 
y < cy. We have to consider some cases: 
Case (a). The cofinality cf(ar) of QI is not countable and 4-‘({4(a))}) = {m} where 
4 : S(cu + 1) +X is the quotient map. Following the ideas of the proof of Theorem 
1 .l 1 we see that for every ordinal S < cu we can associate an ordinal pS < cu so that 
S spS and @(#([l, OS))) = [l, &) where (b : S(ar + 1) -+X is the given quotient 
map. We can also assume without loss nf generality that pi < pi if i, j E S(a) and i <j. 
Let v be the partition of S(a! + 1) which is induced by #. Then it is clear that if 
x E S(a) then the partition class n, to which x belongs is compact and US. Let m, 
be the maximum element of n,. Then we claim that there is a compact, open set V, 
which contains gx and which is saturated under 7~. For if y E 1~, there is an open and 
closed interval [l,,, y] c S(a) so that no element z E [I,, y] can be in the same member 
of ?r as any element u >m, and u E S(a). (This is because n; has m, for its 
maximum). Put W = Uyelr, [ Zy, y]. Then W is an open set containing n, and m, is the 
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maximum point of W. Since the map 4 : S(a! + 1) --) X is a closed map, it follows that 
there etiu an open set V c W so that rrx c V and 4(V) is an open set in X which 
ant&s #(v=). Siice X is scattered by [4] we get that there is a compact open set 
L c 4(V) and #(lrJ E 4. Putting 4”(L) = V, *we,“,get a compaj open set of S(a) so 
that Vs is saturated under T and ,Vx having m, as its maximum element. Now let us 
look at the set @&ES(~)} where we assume that & has been chosen so that 
jb& ua and C& if jl c jz and Jo, j2 E or and.[l, rS,j is saturated under v for all 
je s(a). For each j let us choose a compact open. set Vi so that /3~ E. Vj and 
Vi c [I, /&+I) for all j E S(a) and VI is saturated under w. Put WI = [l, &j u Vi for all 
j 6 S(a). Pinally put X0= &( WI) and Xs = 4( Wi)-q5( Wi-i) if i is a non-limit ordinal 
such that 1 C i <a. If i is a limit ordinal <a, put Xr = d( u/i) -4(&i Wi). Then it 
follows that each Xi is a chandelier spaoe of order at most &+I which is Cat and X is 
the one-point compact&cation f the well ordered sum of the (Xi)iesta, with &(a) as 
the point 00. Thus &(a~) isthe suspension point of X Thus we have the theorem in this 
csse. 
close (b). The &inality cf(u) is not countable and the given- quotient map 
#5 : S(ar) +X is such that ~-‘({&(~)}j -{a} has a maximum ~0 C a. 
In this case we write S(a + 1) = (I, 70) u [TO+ 1, cr]. Without loss of generality we 
trrlu yc to be a limit ordinal. Putting #([l, ~01) =X0 and #([‘yo+ 1, cu]) =X1 we get 
from case (a) that X0 andXg are chandelier spaces and X is almost homeomorphic to
the free union of X0 and XI with 4(ar) as the point at 00. Thus we get the theorem in 
thiscasealso. 
tie (c). 4, X are as defined above and cf(cu) is incountable and b-l({#(~)}) -{a} 
is cofinal with S(ar) and does not contain a ray of the form [, ar) for any @ c cy. 
fn this case we use the men;: used in the proof of Theorem 1.15 with the 
obvious mall modifications. en we get that X is the one point compactification f 
a free union of spaces Yi where i E S(ar) and each Yi is of the form Xi -(xi} where Xi 
is a chandelier space with suspension point xi for each i E S(ar). Again #(a) is the 
point at 00 of X (and hence we get the result. 
&se (d). cf(mb may or may not be countable but &-l({&)}-{~} is cofinal with 
S(a) and con- .a ray of the form Ip, a) for some /3 c a. In this case, 4 maps [l, /3] 
onto X and 4(B) =~(LT) and hence by induction hypothesis we have that X is a 
chandelier space with d(cr) as the s n point. 
Gase (e). 4 z S(a + 1) +X is a qmtient map and -cf(cu) is countable and 
&%#(~)I) = (ar1. 
In this case we can find an increasing&aequence Sl c S2 C. . . c S,, c. . . of compact 
open sets of [l, a) so that ~-l(#(S,JII= S,, for all n. = 1, 2, 3,. . . and UZkl S,, = 
11, a). Putting Xi = &(SJ andX, F &(& -S,& for all n = 2,3, . .-. we get that,each 
x is a chandelier space and X is the ,one point compactification f r Rs fr$eeunion of
chandelier spaces-with &)‘as the point lat 00. So X is a chandelier space with 4 (a) as 
its s~nsim point. Now we come to the last case:‘ 
tie (f). cf(a j is countable and +-“({#(a j}) -{#(a)} is infinite’ and cofinal wirth 
S(a). 
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Now if there is an CYO c cy so that 4(y) = 4(ar) for all y > CYO and y G (Y, then 4 maps 
[I, rwo] onto X and 4 ((~0) 7 4((r) and hence by induction assumption we have that X 
is a chandelier space with 4(a) as suspension point. So we assume that for every 
cyo c LY there is a 60 <(r so that CUO< PO and 4(&J ic I#@). Now there is a strictly 
increasing sequence @I< 82 < l 9 4 & < l 9 9 of ordinals <a! so that lim,,, /3,, = 4y 
and #(&) = 4(a) for ax1 n= 1,2,3, . . . . 
Put: X,=dNL&lk ~2=r6~cP1+~,P21~,~..,~n=9~cPn+~,Pn+11~~... Then 
Xl, x2, . . . ) X n, . . . are chandelier spaces with suspension point d)(a) and with order 
<ar.Put Yn=Xn-{#(at)}forn=1,2,3 , . . . . Then it is clear that X is the one point 
compactification f an interweave ofthe spaces (Y”) with I as its point at 00. Thus 
we get again that X is a chandelier space with (&(a) as its suspension point. So we get 
the theorem in all cases. 
Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.6 has many interesting consequences and leads to further 
interesting problems. We do not indend to go into all of them here but leave it for a 
future investigation. We give below some easy consequences of Theorem 2.6: 
Corollary 2.7. Let a be an ordinal whose co&al&y cf(a) is not countable. Then every 
Hausdoflperfect image Xof S(cu) is of the form Y -{y} where Y is a chandelier space 
and y is the suspension point of Y. 
Proof. Since the perfect, continuous image of a locally compact space is locally 
compact (see [8]), it follows that X is locally compact. Therefore, X is completely 
regular. So, the map 4 : S(u) +X extends to a map f :p(S(ar)) --) @X Now 
P(S(4) = Sk + I), an d since c# is onto and f has compact range, f maps @(S(a)) onto 
PX Thus BX = Y is a chandelier space, and f(cr) is the point in Y-X, which is thus 
the suspension point of Y. 
Corollary 2.8. 77ae class L of peflect images of ordinals is closed under the following 
operations :
(a) one point compactijkation of a free union of members of L. 
(b) Well ordered sum of members of L. 
(c) one point colrtpactifkation of pe#ect images of countable discrete union of 
nzembers of L. 
(d) countable discrete union of compact members of L. 
We leave the proof to the reader. 
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